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That looks like it was made for Gateway. This allows the CPU to be placed and replaced without
soldering. Not finding what you are looking for? PDF will show the MB layout. Hi there, Save
hours of searching online or wasting money on unnecessary repairs by talking to a 6YA Expert
who can help you resolve this issue over the phone in a minute or two. I mcp61m-gm
freestanding Series 8 dishwasher. Les Dickinson Level 3 Expert Answers. Answer questions,
earn points and help others Answer questions. Helpful 0 Not Helpful Flag. Solved mcp61pm-gm
motherboard schmatic, mainly for front to mo. One front line input connector interrupts line
input on back panel, Vista capable, requires matching front audio jack module. Press return
twice to start your list 1. Posted on Dec 10, Such opinions may not be accurate and they are to
be used at your own risk. Wcs want to check the length of the power cables too. The email
address entered is already associated to an account. DO NOT use an emachines bios update if
your system is not an emachines mamual Add Your Answer Tips for a great answer: Perform
Performance score reflects how well you feel the hardware meets your expectations on
performance. In that case, you use the Aspire e model when you search for appropriate ram that
will work for sure. Net is the opinions of its users. Do you think I blew the Mother Board? After
changing or clearing the BIOS passwords, remember to reset the jumper to pins This manual
should be the same as your mainboard, but here could be a difference in the drivers. Common
sockets have retention clips that apply a constant force, which must be overcome when a
device is inserted. This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate
through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are
stored on your browser as they are as essential for the working of basic functionalities of the
website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this
website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the
option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect
on your browsing experience. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to
function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any
cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used
specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are
termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Privacy Overview This website uses
cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Privacy Overview.
Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Get details here! Menu Menu.
Search Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. Search titles only. Search Advanced
searchâ€¦. Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. Search Advancedâ€¦. Log in. Category 1
Category 2 Category 3 Category 4. Support UI. X Donate Contact us. New posts Trending Search
forums. What's new. New posts New profile posts Latest activity. Current visitors New profile
posts Search profile posts Billboard Trophies. Learn how you can help 60, kids get the gear
they need to learn remotely! Community Question: What's the best peripheral you've ever used,
and why? Sidebar Sidebar. Forums Hardware Motherboards. JavaScript is disabled. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Previous Next Sort by
votes. May 31, 2 0 10, 0. Oct 2, 6, 0 26, Do you mean the Pins for the FP Audio? If so, then it's
pretty standard. May 2, 0 10, 9. Pacific Time Monday - Friday. You must log in or register to reply
here. Post thread. Graphics Cards. Power Supplies. Windows News Comments. Latest posts F.
Latest: Juniiior 3 minutes ago. Latest: Bob. B 3 minutes ago. Latest: Zerk 4 minutes ago. The
TLS handshake fails. Latest: rsteinmetz 6 minutes ago. Moderators online. Tom's Hardware is
part of Future plc, an international media group and leading digital publisher. Visit our corporate
site. All rights reserved. England and Wales company registration number Click here for
important information about Computing. Net Forums General Hardware General. Solved ecs
mcp61pm-am manual. See More: ecs mcp61pm-am manual. In that case, you use the Aspire e
model when you search for appropriate ram that will work for sure. I doubt it would be of much
help though. What is it that you need to know about your board? Sometimes emachines
desktop systems have the same OEM only mboards as other brands, so I took a look on a third
party emachines info web site. DO NOT use an emachines bios update if your system is not an
emachines system!! The e4allupgraders site is NOT presently allowing downloads, anyway. The
e4allupgraders site has no manual, but it has listings for manuals for mboards in the same ECS
series. The e4allupgraders site is NOT presently allowing downloads, so I looked on the web
using the name of three mboard manual downloads in the same ECS series. If you need info
about which specific ram works in the mboard, search a ram manufacturer's or ram distributor's
web site by using the model of the brand name system the mboard was in to search with, to find
the correct ram. If you don't know which brand name model it was in - look on the Packard Bell

web site to find out which Packard Bell models it was in, - or - see the mboard info on the
e4allupgraders site for the list on the left of the emachines models it was in. Start a discussion.
Ask Your Question. Tip : Use Question Form such as " Why? Thousands of users waiting to
help! Yes 14 No 14 I don't know All Rights Reserved. The information on Computing. Net is the
opinions of its users. Such opinions may not be accurate and they are to be used at your own
risk. Net cannot verify the validity of the statements made on this site. Net and its accuracy. Yes
No I don't know Think you need a hardware repair or want to check repair status? Try our HP
repair center. Click here. Audio or sound issues? Try our automated HP Audio check! Sign out.
Select registration option. Email address. Error: Javascript is disabled in this browser. This
page requires Javascript. Modify your browser's settings to allow Javascript to execute. See
your browser's documentation for specific instructions. HP Customer Support. Select your
model. How does HP install software and gather data? Processor upgrade information Socket
type: AM2. Memory upgrade information Dual channel memory architecture. One front line input
connector interrupts line input on back panel, Vista capable, requires matching front audio jack
module. One 9-pin audio header for headphone-out and microphone-in yellow, Vista capable,
requires matching front audio jack module. Motherboard layout Figure : layout. Damage to the
motherboard can result. This jumper should not be used. If you have forgotten your password
you may disable password checking. Hold down the F10 key during the startup process and
enter BIOS setup to change or clear the password. After changing or clearing the BIOS
passwords, remember to reset the jumper to pins Select a location. Europe, Middle East, Africa.
Asia Pacific and Oceania. Select a language. Confirm Back. Search all support. Search help.
Loading Results. The Virtual Agent is currently unavailable. Please try again shortly. Need help
troubleshooting? Just ask. Try asking HP's Virtual Agent. Session timed out. Your session on
HP Customer Support has timed out. Please sign back in to continue Sign in. Complementary
Content. Quick Links. See also: User Manual , Manual. Neither this manual, nor any of the
material contained herein, may be reproduced without the express written consent of the
manufacturer. V Chapter 1: Introduction Carefully hold this motherboard by its edges. Do not
touch those components unless it is absolutely necessary. Put this motherboard on the top of
static-protection package with component side facing up while installing. Therefore, it might
happen under Windows XP that a dialogue box shown as below pop out warning you this
software has not passed Windows Logo testing to verify its compatibility with Windows XP.
Page 27 PC 3D sound and unique karaoke function support featured with microphone echo, key
shifting, and vocal cancellation. Page 29 Chapter 1: Introduction tion release 1. When choosing
a processor, consider the performance requirements of the system. Performance is based on
the processor design, the clock speed and system bus frequency of the processor, and the
quantity of internal cache memory and external cache memory. Installing Memory Modules This
motherboard accommodates two pin 2. Refer to the following to install the memory module.
Push down the latches on both sides of the DIMM socket. Align the memory module with the
socket. The board is an ATX size motherboard. You can install this motherboard in an ATX case.
Additionally, some computer cases have USB ports at the front of the case. If you connect two
devices to a single cable, you must configure one of the drives as Master and one of the drives
as Slave. If you have two devices on the cable, one must be Master and one must be Slave. On
the motherboard, locate the 4-pin header CD1. Page Chapter 3 Bios Setup Utility You can run
the setup utility and manually change the configura- tion. You might need to do this to configure
some hardware installed in or connected to the motherboard, such as the CPU, system memory,
disk drives, etc. Whenever you see this message, press the Delete key, and the Main menu page
of the Setup Utility appears on your monitor. Handle this page with caution. Any changes can
affect the operation of your computer. Advanced Setup Quick Boot Enabled The same BIOS
data structures are used. If the time selected passes without any system activity, the computer
will enter power-saving Suspend mode. The system will automatically detect the type of
installed CPU and make the appropriate adjustments to the items on this page. The Application
button brings up a software menu. It shows the bundled software that this motherboard
supports. The ReadMe brings you to the Install Path where you can find out path names of
software driver. Find out your motherboard model name and click on it to obtain its correct
driver directory. Install each software in accordance with the corresponding driver path. Print
page 1 Print document 65 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up!
Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. I would like to update the bios on my mf
desktop pc from 5. When I go to the support page for the mf here , it shows a 5. Naturally, I am
very concerned about trying to flash the bios with the wrong firmware. That could be
catastrophic. Go to Solution. I can't say that the 5. I found this 5. I am still curious why hp
shows the 5. If possible and safe, I would like to be able to use the 5. Naturally, though, I don't
want to trash my computer. Upon your previous advice, I was writing a note to sumsolstice

when your latest post arrived. I think I will still do that. You are having wakeup and sleep
problems? Like me, occasionally my vista64 computer doesn't ike to wake up quickly. The
tower box lights will come on blue and I can hear the HD and DVD drives ramping up, but after a
couple of seconds it all seems to go back to sleep orange lights, drives go off , and then that
cycle repeats a couple of seconds later. That cycle can repeat a half dozen times or more before
really waking up and turning on the monitor. Once that cycle starts happening, it usually does it
whenever I bring the pc out of sleep. Once the cycle is broken, the pc usually works normally
for many days until the next time it decides to act up. I'm not sure what the cause is. Not sure. It
may have some relationship with new software installs or Windows updates, but I'm not sure
about that either. So, this is the main reason I want to try the bios upgrade. Worth a try, don't
you think? It does list fixes for the sleep issue. The reason you cannot access the onboard
video device is that when an addon video card is installed, the onboard video device is
disabled. Thanks, hanspuppa. That link for the 5. This is why I started this topic. Making a
mistake could be a disaster. With generous and helpful assistance from sumsolstice, it was
determined that the 5. On Friday evening, I flashed the bios with the 5. I'll know more
conclusively as the days and weeks go by. For those of you who might be comtemplating this
update, I am noticing a slightly different sleep sequence with the 5. With the 5. It's not really a
problem, just a bit of an oddity. I'm not sure which of the 2 HD drives is shut down last; I'm not
curious enough to open the pc case to find out since it doesn't seem to be affecting anything.
Didn't find what you were looking for? Ask the community. Auto-suggest helps you quickly
narrow down your search results by suggesting possible matches as you type. Showing results
for. Search instead for. Did you mean:. Fix Windows 10 Update Issues. Create an account on the
HP Community to personalize your profile and ask a question. Your account also allows you to
connect with HP support faster, access a personal dashboard to manage all of your devices in
one place, view warranty information, case status and more. This topic has been archived.
Information and links in this thread may no longer be available or relevant. If you have a
question create a new topic by clicking here and select the appropriate board. All forum topics
Previous Topic Next Topic. Level 2. Message 1 of HP Recommended. Does anyone have any
words of wisdom about how to proceed? Many thanks. Tags 2. Tags: Archived. Level Message 2
of A very good HP person to contact is sumsolstice. Send him a PM and ask the question.
Message 3 of Message 4 of Wow, that was fast, BD, and many thanks. I may go with the 5.
Thanks again. Message 5 of Message 6 of Message 7 of Please mark Accept As Solution if it
solves your problem. Message 8 of Message 9 of He's a bit busy these days. Message 10 of By
using this site, you accept the Terms of Use and Rules of Participation. If it did not succeed,
many motherboards will not allow a backward BIOS version to be flashed, so you might not be
able to return to the original BIOS. I would not take that chance. This whole thing started when I
would download pictures from my camera to a folder on my computer and after a day or so
some of the pictures would start to gray out. Not all but some. I did a little search on Google and
found out that many others were having the same problem. We all had the same thing in
common. Found may suggested trys but none worked. Did see that one guy updated his Bios
and the problem went away. Thought I would give it a try. Once the gray shows up the picture is
no good. This computer has been doing this for a long time. Have loaded the same pictures
onto my laptop Windows XP and all works perfect. That tells me its not the camera, or pictures.
That means it cannot be flashed in DOS but only in Windows. Now they start the flash process
in Windows and then reboot into DOS. This would require some time to accomplish, and you
would almost certainly be required to revalidate Windows 7, since the last valadation would be
for another system as seen by Microsoft, since now it would have another BIOS. I was hoping
that I could find a bios update from the motherboard maker or Phoenix-Award but nothing is
simple. I have looked everywhere but found no help on where to go or how to find it. After
reading all the complants on Google about the picture problem you would think someone would
have an answer by now. Some of the complants go back a year. At one time I could chat with HP
through email but now they want to charge you. I hate to pay someone to fix their problem. Not
really sure if a new HP would solve my problem as I don't really know what is causing the
problem.. Click "Update" and wait a minute. Don't worry that if it doesn't seem to be doing
anything. It will finish. Didn't find what you were looking for? Ask the community. Auto-suggest
helps you quickly narrow down your search results by suggesting possible matches as you
type. Showing results for. Search instead for. Did you mean:. Fix Windows 10 Update Issues.
Create an account on the HP Community to personalize your profile and ask a question. Your
account also allows you to connect with HP support faster, access a personal dashboard to
manage all of your devices in one place, view warranty information, case status and more. This
topic has been archived. Information and links in this thread may no longer be available or
relevant. If you have a question create a new topic by clicking here and select the appropriate

board. All forum topics Previous Top
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ic Next Topic. Level 2. Message 1 of HP Recommended. I checked HP and one is not offered.
Any ideas on how I go about finding and updating my Bios? Tags 2. Tags: Archived. Level
Message 2 of You might take a look at the information in the link below and see if it is what you
require. Hope this helps. Please mark Accept As Solution if it solves your problem. Message 3
of I am running Windows 7 and it will not install. Says system does not meet minimum
requirements. Not sure if their is another way to install the update. Message 4 of The chipset or
other motherboard components may not be Windows 7 compatible. Sorry I could be of no help.
Message 5 of Message 6 of This may or may not work. This is easily done via a free 6 minute
phone call to Microsoft. Message 7 of Message 8 of At least that has been my experience.
Message 9 of Level 1. Message 10 of Find the folder that contains "winflash. Right click
"winflash. By using this site, you accept the Terms of Use and Rules of Participation.

